


ABSTRACT

Knowledge Management Systems (KMS) support the identification, 

collection and sharing of useful knowledge to enhance decision 

making and collaboration in organizations. Among the tools and 

technologies available to develop knowledge-based decision support 

systems is the rule-based expert system (ES). Expert systems are 

built from collected knowledge using rules and an inference engine 

to cull through knowledge bases in a specific subject domain and to 

provide decision suggestions from “if-then” rules or other logical 

algorithms. They are part of the “family” of artificial intelligence (AI) 

applications and considered some of the first successful 

applications of AI. 



ABSTRACT (CONT’D)

As defined in the 1990s, expert systems emulate a human expert’s decision-

making ability. Examples from any field or business:

• help desk support 

• early customer input

•a front-end to database searches

•a planning app for travel. 

Demo of easy-to-use applications and procedures for creating basic expert 

systems (instructions on how to build with open source tool).

Also research on improving usability will be presented. Expert systems can 

provide best practice tools that ignite action and decision making in 

businesses and organizations that use KMS and seek change.



AGENDA

•Background on rule-based expert system 

(ES)

• Sample Demos of ES in Health 

Informatics

• User Experience (UX) and Usability 

Research on Expert Systems

•Interactive – building an ES



BACKGROUND ON EXPERT SYSTEMS

Edward Feigenbaum (the “father of expert systems”) introduced 
expert system projects at Stanford University, and said, “An 
intelligent system derives power from the knowledge it 
possesses.”

• Mycin was one of first ES and was created to diagnose 
infectious diseases. Thus, healthcare early part of ES. 

• ES based on qualitative analysis (not quantitative data 
analytics): Expertise collected and derived from human 
experts and/or reference materials. Can use data and other 
AI applications, and type of logic used can vary.



HUMAN CONCERNS - EXPERT SYSTEMS

• Since the 1980s, there has been critical concern by experts 
about being replaced by an Expert System.

• May continue into the 21st century as AI systems proliferate 
with machine learning and autonomous agents.

• For example in healthcare, radiology and imaging systems have 
improved accuracy with AI tools.  

• Suggested solution: find the synergy for both.

• Expert systems are not autonomous AI agents or predictive 
database analytics systems. Instead, they are advisory systems 
requiring interactive human interfaces.



BEST PRACTICES - EXPERT SYSTEMS

• Expert Systems can be front-end tools to 
searching healthcare databases and 
finding resources.

• Presentation speaks to both educators 
(and trainers) seeking ways to provide 
hands-on experiences and KMS 
developers with research design 
considerations.



BASIC PARTS: EXPERT SYSTEMS

Inference Engine (if-then rules; fuzzy logic)

User Interface

(Expert’s) Knowledge Base



ES: INTRO AI TRAINING AND IMPROVE HEALTHCARE 

2014

Health Informatics Usability Study: The Effectiveness of a Diabetes Assessment Tool  (Ronnie 
Wilkins and Latisha Scarborough)

Mission Hospital: Usability Study of Insulin Dosing Software (Angela Crawford and John Beducian)

2015

Health Informatics Usability Study: A More Effective Heart Disease Assessment Tool and Search 
System (Osaffo James, Ashley Morton, Kimberly McWilliams, Leonard Vines)

Veterans’ Patient Safety: The Effective Flow of Electronic Health Records in MyHealtheVet
Application Tools and Computer (Julia Stephens)

2016

Health Informatics Usability Study: An Efficient Knowledge Base System “MIGREX” for Migraine 
Diagnosis (Sindhura Gujjarlapudi and Courtney Miller)



ES: INTRO AI TRAINING AND IMPROVE HEALTHCARE 

2016

Health Informatics Usability Study: An Efficient Knowledge Base System “MIGREX” for Migraine 
Diagnosis (Sindhura Gujjarlapudi and Courtney Miller)

2017

Health Informatics Usability Study: Risk Factors Evaluation for Hypertension (Shanetta Dingle, 
Novice Garrett and John Commey)

Usability Study: Health App for Youth (Jessica Parter, Kennay Armstrong, Catherine Mitchell and 
Xavier Camp; Michelle Robinson, research assistant)

2018

Usability Study: Tools for Fitness Tracking (Bijaya Sharma, Tomika Royster and Sparshini Thota)



DEMO ONE: STUDENT-BUILT ES



DEMO ONE: STUDENT-BUILT ES

Team of Students in LSIS 5460 – Expert Systems

Open source, freeware called McGoo from ES-Builder 

(http://www.mcgoo.com.au/esbuilder/).

Establish  name and login password

Create decision tree

Save from web site: link to interface to run the ES

Final display for paths show results and rules

http://www.mcgoo.com.au/esbuilder/


Use this link to see Hypertension tool with 

1278 possible conclusions :

http://www.mcgoo.com.au/esbuilder/view

er/viewES.php?es=d725ba99d5e19ae0

33f58541cec36ba6

http://www.mcgoo.com.au/esbuilder/viewer/viewES.php?es=d725ba99d5e19ae033f58541cec36ba6


LEARNING RESULTS (CREATING ES)

The three areas of learning for students: 

1) Knowledge engineering  (interviewing experts) 

2) Knowledge engineering  (creating rules)

3) System design for AI:  decision trees



INTRO: USABILITY AND USER EXPERIENCE (UX)

Usability testing investigates how easy-to-use an interface (website, 

device/tool, app) is for real users or customers. 

(http://www.experienceux.co.uk/faqs/what-is-usability-testing/ )

Is the interface “intuitive” or how usable is it so that the user can 

achieve goal? 

Basic steps in Human Factors and UX studies:

 Develop persona

 Create “wireframe” (basic view of interface)

 Conduct usability studies with human subjects

http://www.experienceux.co.uk/faqs/what-is-usability-testing/


INTRO: USABILITY AND USER EXPERIENCE (UX)

UX (user experience) puts the user at the center so 

products are enjoyable, effective, and usable.

It is easy to teach and learn the fundamentals of  design 

based on UX, but it is difficult to put into practice. 

Development is pressured to rush to market by 

competition and internal focus. 

Solution: go underground to prove and influence.



USABILITY RESEARCH
Teaching students UX preliminary study (LSIS 5835-Human Factors Seminar)

A usability study by a student research team tested the interface of the tool in 
terms of human-computer interactions. The  testing hypothesis was centered 
on the need to test the expert system with people of different ages and 
cultural backgrounds. The goal was to suggest design improvements.

The research method applied was think-aloud protocol by volunteer subjects 
observed using the expert system. Issues such as a clear knowledge base 
and rules in the tool, and words that were understandable to the users were 
investigated in semi-structured interviews. The research was a pilot study of 
the tool, not research about the subjects/users.



USABILITY RESEARCH RESULTS
The results were studied and analyzed for effectiveness 

collecting information on design improvements to the 
expert system.  Graphical charts were created 
summarizing the results after users interacted with the 
Expert System on Hypertension and were interviewed.

Results were grouped according to suggestions about 
improving: 1) visual appeal, 2) user-friendly 
interactivity, 3) logic, and 4) ease of understanding.

The expert system designers may revise the tool to 
make it available in libraries and health clinics.



USABILITY RESEARCH QUESTIONS

Simple UX preliminary study

1. Was the hypertension Expert System easy or difficult to use?

2. What would you consider the pros and cons of navigating 
through the system?

3. How satisfying or dissatisfying was your experience using this 
ES?

4. How likely or unlikely are you to recommend this system to 
others and why?



UX RESEARCH RESULTS (POSITIVE RESPONSES 
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Hypertension Expert System Usability Test



USABILITY RESEARCH RESULTS

•Based on the observation of the 5 subjects using the ES and semi-structured 

interviews, overall the subjects were very satisfied with the Hypertension Expert 

System. 

•Most of the subjects were pleased and found it very easy to use. They stated 

that the graphics in the system were great and appealing to the user’s eye. 

•The buttons were large enough and provided a detailed color scheme, which 

allowed the system to be interactive for the subjects’ use. 

•80% of the subjects were most likely to recommend the expert system to 

another individual or colleague.



LEARNING RESULTS (USABILITY AND UX)

The main three areas of learning for students: 

1) Being aware of user perspective

2) IRB approved research with human subjects

3) Understanding Information Architecture issues

4) Promoting better design for systems and interfaces



DISCUSS BEST PRACTICES – ES AND USABILITY

• Feedback as trainers and 

educators?

• Applicability in HI and other areas 

for developers of user interfaces 

and tools?



DEMO TWO: BUILDING AN ES – NOW!

Using open source, freeware called McGoo from ES-Builder

Go to: (http://www.mcgoo.com.au/esbuilder/). 

Establish  name and login password (Deborah Swain, NCCU)

Create decision tree about visiting Vancouver

Sample DEMO.

Saved from web site: link to interface to run the ES:

http://www.mcgoo.com.au/esbuilder/


LET’S BUILD ONE

At http://www.mcgoo.com.au/esbuilder/ add to tree:

Vancouver has many Asian communities.  What are questions for you 

deciding where to visit, eat,shop, or tour?

… 

http://www.mcgoo.com.au/esbuilder/


DISCUSSION: THOUGHTS AND FEELINGS

Building an Expert System -

collaborative interaction…

http://www.mcgoo.com.au/esbuilder/v

iewer/viewES.php?es=0ce088345652

26f4eb145b55ae8c1b8a

http://www.mcgoo.com.au/esbuilder/viewer/viewES.php?es=0ce08834565226f4eb145b55ae8c1b8a
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THANK YOU!

Contact: 

Dr. Deborah Swain, dswain@nccu.edu

(919-530-7502)

NC CENTRAL UNIVERSITY 

School of Library and Information 
Sciences 

mailto:dswain@nccu.edu

